
Entries to SA Nationals down 
 

By Alan Peter Simmonds, Media Officer, Bowls South Africa 

Cape Town. - When I played in the nationals in Pretoria in the late 1980s there were 47 

sections of 11 teams -  more than 2 000 players. This month the Warwick Wealth/Bowls 

South African National Men’s Open Championship takes place in Johannesburg from May 

13-21 with 22 sections of six teams – little more than 500 players. 

The women’s event, (HQ, Durbanville) this year on Cape Town greens, running 

simultaneously, has suffered even more. 

That is the tale of attrition to have blighted a sport in which South Africa holds its own 

against the world’s best. Fortunately, Bowls South Africa, realising the impact on the code 

from a tumbling economy, deaths, security reasons and costs have interventions in place 

and the downwards membership spiral has been stemmed, if not totally reversed. 

If JZ and his guys cannot guarantee a rainbow nation, at least bowls, represented fully 

across the community spectrum does – this sport is a healthy integrated sport and despite 

some misplaced mumbles from an expected, identifiable disgruntled few, is an example of 

good management thinking and forward going. 

Says Kallie Haupt, president, Bowls South Africa: “Camaraderie and spirit always mark the 

nationals. I expect keen competition and healthy banter – the big names are playing; it will 

be exciting times.” 

Last year in Pretoria, Nici Neal the Rand Lease Protea was queen. Winning the coveted 

singles from Harlequins’ Sue Tarr, she went on to take the “big double”, skipping Lynne 

Marnewick, Debbie Perucatti and Karen Gerber to a fours triumph over Nan Ross and her 

KZN side. 

The Sables quartet are back seeking a unique “double double.” 

Neal plays singles at Milnerton; Marnewick is in the same section; the other two are at 

Constantia. 

In the fours, the champions play at Constantia in Section 10. 

Eden’s Elma Davis, who had a stellar ride at World Bowls, took the Open Pairs with Arlene 

Bosse from Tracy Meyeridricks/Charlotte Rossouw (JBA) and return to defend at Milnerton 

in Section 7. The runners-up have Neal/Gerber for company in Section 3 at Meadowridge. 

Dawn van der Linde (JBA), the Senior Singles holder returns to compete at Meadowridge in 

Section 4. 

Robbie Piketh (Edgemead, WP), took gold last year at Port Natal, winning the pairs with 

Theo van der Walt from Gerry Baker/Kepler Wessels (JBA). Piketh, who for business 

reasons missed the Warwick Wealth/Bowls SA Masters in February is not defending for 

similar reasons; Baker is at Old Eds in Section 43. 

Veteran Protea and SA national head coach Theuns Fraser (KZN), with Mike Marnewick, 

Morgan Muvhango and Wilson Malobolo took the fours from former international Dave Riley 

(Port Natal)’s side is at Morningside in Section 15. 



In the singles, surprise winner Kenny Kyriacou (Gauteng N) beat Mowbray’s Joel Roëbert 

21-19. The runner=up has had a great time since, winning WP Singles and Masters. The 

holder plays at Bedfordview (Baker is in the section) – Robert is in Section 10 at Old Eds – 

Muvhango, a former SA Singles champion lurks. 

Seniors champion Marnewick, who added this title to the fours, goes in Section 1 at 

Ferndale, expect Fraser to be in the mix. 

But there are many others with claims to the titles – Bobby Donnelly, Rudi Jacobs, Prince 

Neluonde, Jason Evans, Leone du Rand, Jill Hackland, Esmé Kruger; it’s going to be tough 

everywhere. 


